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2017 Christian RetailingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s BEST Award Winner (Bible: Journaling category)2017 ECPA

Christian Book Award Finalist (Bibles category)The Inspire Bible was ECPAÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bestselling

Bible of 2016!Inspire is a single-column, wide-margin New Living Translation Bible that will be a

cherished resource for coloring and creative art journaling. It is the first Bible of its kindÃ¢â‚¬â€¢with

over 400 beautiful line-art illustrations spread throughout the Bible. Full-page and partial-page

Scripture art is attractively displayed throughout the Bible, and the illustrations can be colored in to

make each Bible unique, colorful, and customizable. Every page of Scripture has two-inch-wide

margins, with either Scripture line-art or ruled space for writing notes and reflections, or to draw and

create. The generous 8.65-point font ensures optimal readability, and quality cream Bible paper is

great for creative art journaling. Inspire is available in the popular New Living Translation, and is

designed uniquely to appeal to art-journaling and adult coloring book enthusiasts. Softcover editions

have Inspire foiled in metallic blue on an attractive coloring-book-style cover, plus extra hits of foil to

embellish the flowers and leaves. Deluxe Hardcover editions feature a lovely, aquamarine

LeatherLike over board, with beautifully-designed full-color page edges, a matching ribbon, and an

elastic band closure. Deluxe LeatherLike editions feature a beautiful, vintage floral printed silky

LeatherLike over flexible board, with matching aquamarine-patterned page edges, a matching

ribbon, and a Smyth-sewn durable binding.
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Update: Zig Memory Writer Pens work great, no bleeding at all as long as I don't use the fat end!!!

Faber-Castell Pitt Colored Pens work okay if you are careful.I love the NLT version for personal



study. I was excited to receive this one to color the drawings. One of the  photos shows a page

being colored with markers. Having now used and tested several different brands of markers, I can

say that all show through and some bleed through to the paper I put behind the page I was testing

on. I think the only media that I will use is colored pencils after this marker test. See the pictures I

took. The Tombow marker bled through to the back the most, however, I was quite surprised it didn't

bleed through to the paper I placed behind.

I ordered this just after Christmas, and it finally arrived. It is beautiful! You're not going to want a

Bible cover for this. The cover is so soft! I'm attaching pictures, because the pictures posted by 

don't do it justice. (My pictures don't do it justice either. I'm just posting more to give you a better

idea.)It's about two to two and a half inches thick, and the pages have a beautiful floral print with

butterflies along the outside of the book. This should be visible in the attached photos. There aren't

many full pages for coloring, but I like that. (The primary purpose of this is the Bible.) I also like that

the pages that don't have a design in the margin are lined, so I can either color something I want, or

take notes/journal. The pages are thin, so I will stick solely to colored pencils. I wouldn't risk it with

markers or pens--they would probably bleed through.I am incredibly pleased! I typically read KJV,

but I thought this was worth a try. I couldn't be happier with this purchase. Now, I'm going to buy

one for my mother and my mother-in-law! Absolutely beautiful.

I ordered the Inspire Bible in January and anticipated it's arrival for 2 months. I am thrilled with it!

I highly recommend this bible! I love it! I am not an artistic person, so this bible is such a blessing!

The artwork is amazing! I love all the different fonts & drawings.

I love all the space to take notes, fiddle and color in this Bible! It's the perfect size to carry back and

forth to church too.

I was NOT expecting this Bible to be so beautiful when I preordered it 5 months ago, but it arrived in

the mail today and it is just gorgeous! I love the concept of Bible journaling, but was always a bit

intimidated by where/how to start. This removes that concern through some beautifully done artwork

and lettering. I am ecstatic at the quality of this Bible!

Just beautiful! I'm so excited to color in this beautiful bible. Even the page edges are gorgeous, with



florals and butterflies! The only downside is I forgot to buy something to color with!

If you love to color, or been interested in the coloring craze, and you also enjoy meditating and

reading the bible, you will very much enjoy this. What a great combination! It's nice to have coloring

books with a Christian perspective, but it is even more meaningful and engaging while experiencing

the entire bible at the same time. The illustrations and those with scripture, are very nice and there

are many placed throughout the testaments and chapters including headlines, bible book names,

opening and closing pages and more. The scripture selection is quite good too. There is a index of

designed scripture verses for reference.This "Inspire" version comes in a nice, sturdy presentation

box that is great for keeping the bible protected, dust free, etc if you want. It has a soft, textured

cover with a georgeous design of flowers, birds and butterfly on a Robins egg blue background with

colored pattern on the side page edges. The soft cover makes it easier to open the pages for

coloring. The version is NLT (New Living Translation) which was a new one for me and one I

wanted to add to my collection. It is a more modern text using a mixture of two theories; the

"word-for-word" and "thought-for-thought" translations. There is a very informative written

introduction about the NLT. I have enjoyed this version very much while also comparing and reading

NIV, the Message and other translations. I'm so glad I purchased this and will enjoy it for years to

come. It is unique, beautiful, inspiring, and very creative. One thing to note is that with the thin

pages bibles are printed on, colored pencils will likely work the best as most markers will bleed

through to the other side of the page. At the very beginning and end of the bible are a few pages in

cover stock which may work better for some markers or gel pens.
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